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so the paradox was, crouching tiger was the most western movie ever made , and it was almost totally indoctrinated as such. as a western, it succeeded. as a martial arts film, it failed. and with the political developments of the late '70s and '80s in china, uces films were pulling back to
avoid any chance of public backlash in a country where the ruling party had just instituted the crouching tiger, hidden dragon is a lyrical blend of myth, romance, generational strife, melodrama, and fabulous displays of martial arts prowess. the movie was deliberately designed as a

fusion of eastern and western storytelling traditions, both literary and cinematic. its themes of repressed emotions and unrequited love are taken straight from the jane austen playbook. the director often describes it as, sense and sensibility with kung-fu. the secret to its success is the
skillful balance it strikes between such disparate parts. it is neither a straight action movie nor a straight art film. by blending these genres together, the film rises above them and pushes forth into something newer and better. this is a tremendously entertaining and stimulating movie,
invigorated with the power and potential of cinema. after the runaway success of outside the law, director tod browning reteamed with star priscilla dean on drifting, another hard-boiled crime picture flavored with orientalism. set in a remote chinese village, and staged on an epic scale,
dean stars as cassie cook, an opium trafficker caught between an undercover government agent (matt moore) and a fellow smuggler (wallace beery). dean may have been the star, but it is anna may wong (age eighteen and on the brink of stardom), who steals the show during the films
fiery climax. an early attempt by browning to infuse the crime melodrama with elements of the uncanny (spurring the evolution of the american horror film), white tiger involves a band of jewel thieves who employ a chess-playing automaton to gain entry into the homes of the wealthy.

but their elaborate plans are haunted by omens, and they seem doomed to an inescapable fate. this disc also contains the only surviving footage of browning and deans 1919 the exquisite thief, one of the key films in establishing deans persona as the glamorous jewel thief.
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'crouching tiger, hidden dragon' is a lyrical blend of myth, romance, generational
strife, melodrama, and fabulous displays of martial arts prowess. the movie was

deliberately designed as a fusion of eastern and western storytelling traditions, both
literary and cinematic. its themes of repressed emotions and unrequited love are
taken straight from the jane austen playbook. the director often describes it as,

sense and sensibility with kung-fu. the secret to its success is the skillful balance it
strikes between such disparate parts. it is neither a straight action movie nor a

straight art film. by blending these genres together, the film rises above them and
pushes forth into something newer and better. this is a tremendously entertaining

and stimulating movie, invigorated with the power and potential of cinema.
'crouching tiger, hidden dragon' is a terrific movie, and the blu-ray has excellent
picture and sound quality. however, sony's decision to sell the disc exclusively as

part of a box set with two previously-released titles is infuriating, to say the least. i
can only recommend the box set for purchase to those who never got around to
buying 'house of flying daggers' or 'curse of the golden flower' individually. for

everyone else, i suggest having some patience. the studio will no doubt eventually
release 'crouching tiger' on its own. those who can't wait are advised to import the uk
edition instead. but crouching tiger wasnt an asian movie. in fact, most of the movie
was filmed in the us. lee had come to america to study film at usc, and he came back
with a handful of screenplays and film school friend wong kar wai to work with him on

crouching tiger. lee's great passion was martial arts, so he chose to make a martial
arts film in america. he got his friend to write it for him and then he filmed it with his

friend's cast and crew. this is the reason the fights in the film are so stylized. lee
loves fake camera angles, quick cuts, and split-second reaction shots. and the

pseudo-documentary realism of the movie is a product of lee's auteur vision. the film
shows the never-seen-on-screen city of san francisco in all its fog-filled broken-down
decay, while the cinematography is crisp, clean, and colorful, absolutely the opposite

of the dank, dreary urban landscape in china. and what a city san francisco was.
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